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Feature matrix

Dragon Legal Group—
streamline legal
documentation and improve
client service and costs.
Speed legal documentation turnaround times, eliminate transcription bottlenecks,
and free support staff to focus on high-value, billable tasks with Nuance® Dragon®
Legal Group, the enterprise-ready speech recognition solution for law firms or
legal departments.

Enhanced
features

Feature

Description

Achieve high recognition accuracy when
dictating with a solution built with a
specialized legal language model

Specialized vocabulary designed for terminology used in the industry:
– Made more accurate by a built-in legal vocabulary trained using
more than 400 million words from legal documents
– Dictate case files, memorandum or automatically format briefs with
high recognition accuracy

Delivers high recognition accuracy with
the ability to learn and adapt to a variety
of accents and environments, with a next
generation speech engine powered by
Nuance Deep Learning technology

Ideal for diverse work groups and settings:
– Optimized for speakers with accents, such as regional dialects
– Optimized for users working in noisy environments, such as an
open office or mobile setting
– Dragon learns words and phrases used most to minimize
corrections and adapts to the user’s voice while dictating

•

Turn recorded audio files into transcribed documents instantly:  
– Use the Auto Transcribe Folder Agent (ATFA) to transcribe batch
files of audio recordings
– Transcribe individual audio files
– Transcribe another single speaker’s voice from pre-recorded audio
files or podcasts with no training

•

New enhanced transcription features include:
– Streamlined setup and improved profile management
– No profile training required for transcription
– Fast, post-recognition process automatically applies basic
punctuation

•

Use powerful transcription tools to eliminate
transcription bottlenecks, cut reliance on
outsourced services, and reallocate support
staff to more high-value, billable tasks

Use custom voice commands to automate
repetitive tasks and increase efficiencies

Execute multi-step processes to reduce repetitive steps:     
– Create custom voice commands to insert signatures or standard
clauses into documents
– Create time-saving macros to automate multi-step tasks, such as
form-filling
– Once created, share custom commands across the Dragon user
community
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Use powerful mobility features to enable legal
professionals to complete documentation
away from the office, while visiting clients or  
on their way to court

Seamless synchronization of Dragon across PCs, iOS® and Android™
devices using Dragon Anywhere Group, Nuance’s cloud-based mobile
dictation solution:
– Create reports or other documents with no time or length limits
– Import and export to and from popular cloud-based documentsharing tools
– Manage users, accounts, and customizations through NMC

Enhanced
features

– Now optimized for popular touchscreen PCs

•

Minimize post-editing with formatting and
other recognition improvements to speed
document turnaround

Improved recognition of numbers and email address formatting,
hyperlink formatting in auto-texts, and place names based on how we
naturally speak, resulting in fewer overall corrections. For example:
– “three double two five” > “3225”
– “John dot Smith at Nuance dot com” > john.smith@nuance.com

•

Reduce repetitive stress injuries (RSIs)

Enable professionals to create documents and perform other
computer tasks—all by voice, and reduce the physical strain of typing.
Support for Section 508 accessibility standards.

Empower professionals with a Nuance
PowerMic option, a high-quality, handheld
microphone that makes it easy to switch
back and forth between dictation and
other tasks, while not being tethered to the
computer

PowerMic is faster and more convenient than using a headset
microphone, is ideal for on-the-go situations or for high levels of
dictation, and offers better accuracy than a built-in laptop microphone
when working in noisy environments:
– Dictate edit, navigate and review documents
– Program buttons to automate steps such as advancing sequentially
through form fields  

Work quickly and accurately by voice within
the latest business applications

Web and desktop applications with enhanced dictation within
applications including:
– WordPerfect® X8
– Skype™ for Business

Support for Citrix® virtualized environments

Deploy on Citrix XenApp® or Citrix XenDesktop® servers where the
target application resides, enabling users to dictate from workstations
that do not have Dragon installed on them

Centralized administration through the
Nuance Management Center (NMC) for
significant cost savings

Provides powerful, yet easy-to-use centralized user administration
to help organizations ensure efficient use of licenses and meet
requirements for reporting accuracy:
– Track employee usage of Dragon
– Assign, switch licenses or redistribute licenses via a license key
– Manage or share customizations, including custom words,
commands and auto-texts, across multiple users

Flexible volume licensing programs

Ability to license as part of the Open License Program (OLP).
Designed to help organizations realize improved productivity at an
affordable price.

•

To learn more about Dragon Legal Group, call 1-866-748-9536 or visit: www.nuance.com/dragon.
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